Impairment in activation of a frontal attention-switch mechanism in schizophrenic patients.
The present study addresses the difference in activities of frontal and temporal mismatch negativity (MMN) generators between healthy controls and schizophrenic patients. Auditory MMNs were measured from 13 medicated schizophrenic patients in a post-acute phase and 12 healthy controls. The probabilities of the standard stimuli were, in different experimental blocks, 95, 90, 80 or 70%. The mean amplitude of the MMN recorded at Fz was significantly smaller in schizophrenic patients than healthy controls only in the conditions with high probability of standard stimuli, while that recorded at mastoid sites was not different in any condition. The present study suggested that schizophrenic patients might fail to cause involuntary attention switch to stimulus change reflected in the lowered MMN amplitude recorded at Fz; whereas the patients might index an adequate detection of the deviant event reflected by the similar amplitude of MMN recorded at mastoid sites.